LEXINGTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE INVENTORY:
TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
This chapter identifies and describes Lexington’s transportation
systems. It also provides an overview of changes in these
systems since the 2002/2003 Comprehensive Plan. It should be
noted that the COVID-19 significantly disrupted travel and traffic
patterns and at the time of this writing it is unclear what
transportation will look like post-pandemic, but it is assumed that
most of the needs identified here, will hold, at least to some
degree.

Marrett Square: Four Corners intersection

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
•

A vast majority, 88.8 % of Lexington residents work outside
the community, and 11.2% of Lexington residents work within
the community.

•

According to 2017 Census Data, 21,768 workers commuted to
Lexington, which increases the daytime population by 7000
people. This is a 17.1 percent increase over 2012.

•

The Drive Alone mode share has declined; Census data: 80%
drive alone in 2003, 71.8% in 2017.

•

Biking, transit, and working from home as a primary
commute mode has increased since 2009.

•

The share of Lexington residents that commute by public
transit has increased more than peer communities.

•

Travel time to work has increased across all modes.

•

Weekday lunch hour is the busiest time for on-street and offstreet unrestricted (public) parking in Lexington Center.

•

Most of Lexington's minimum parking ratios are higher than
or at least as high as national suburban standards.

•

First and last mile connections to transit are difficult

•

Lexington has multiple transit options, but is lacking in first
mile/last mile connections. Also, there is little public transit
service on weeknights/weekends
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The chapter includes a description of Lexington’s transportation
network and related issues including:
•
•

•
•
•

Roadway inventory
Alternative modes of transportation (bicycle
accommodations, pedestrian amenities, and public
transportation)
Commuter/commuting patterns
Parking in Lexington Center
Traffic safety

LEXINGTON’S TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Lexington has a well-connected transportation network, both
regionally and locally. As a suburban community, Lexington has
prospered from its accessibility with various transportation
options. Since its founding, Lexington has benefited from its
strategic location in the region.
Lexington’s access to major highways that include Interstate
95/State Route 128 (I-95/128) and State Route 2 (Route 2) has
allowed for easy commuting for both residents leaving Lexington
and workers coming to Lexington. With its employment
opportunities, tourist attractions, major highway access, and
proximity to Boston, Lexington is a trip destination, trip
origination, and a pass-through community. How people
efficiently and safely get around greatly influences the
community’s character.
Lexington presently owns and manages 212 miles of roadway,
84.4 miles of sidewalks, 5.3 miles of separated multimodal trails,
and 46 miles of trails. Limited access highways, Interstate I-95
and State Route 2 with three interchanges each serve Lexington

POTENTIAL SHORT-TERM OR LONG-TERM
IMPACTS OF COVID-19
It is possible that due to the experience of the pandemic,
many employers will establish permanent Work From Home
policies and/or hybrid options for employment. These may in
turn impact traffic by decreasing the congestion; in addition to
more people working from home and thus off the streets,
some people may wish to avoid peak traffic times (and can
maybe work from home in the morning and go in to the office
later in the day). Additionally, this may actually increase local
traffic if those working from home patronize local businesses
during the workday. It is difficult at this time to predict what
the impact(s) might be and to what degree, although
unfortunately traffic has been steadily approaching prepandemic levels.

and the communities beyond. Other state highways in Lexington
are Route 2A and Routes 4/225. Since the 1960s, new local
roadways have come about mainly by the construction of
residential housing developments.
ROADWAY INVENTORY
Types of roadways within Lexington include interstates, major
and minor arterials, major and minor collectors, and local roads.
Miles of jurisdiction: State-owned roads, town-owned roads, and
unaccepted road and private roads.
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LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS
Interstates and other limited access highways are designed for
long-distances and through-travel. (US Department of
Transportation, 2017). Two major highways cross Lexington. I95/Rt. 128 is a major circumferential highway with three
cloverleaf intersections within town limits. These intersections
are located at Route 2, at Route 2A (Marrett Road), and Routes
4/225 (Bedford Street). State Route 2’s limited access portion
has interchanges with 1-95 Rt./128, Waltham Street, Watertown
Street and a partial exchange at Pleasant Street.
ARTERIALS 1
Arterial roads are high capacity roadways that primarily function
to deliver traffic from collector roads to highways and between
urban centers.2 Examples of key arterials in Lexington include
Marrett Road (Rt 2A), Waltham Street, Massachusetts Avenue,
and Bedford Street.
MAJOR AND MINOR COLLECTORS 3
Collectors have a low to moderate degree of regional
connectivity. Grant Street, Hill Street, and Lincoln Street are

examples of collectors. Collector roads, along with local roads,
usually make up a community’s entire circulation system4.
LOCAL ROADS 5
Local streets have a low to no degree of regional connectivity.
Local roadways provide access to properties, serve as right-ofway easements for utilities. Right-of-way widths may vary
depending on the era of construction and ownership. Minor
streets are a subset of local streets that directly or indirectly
serve fewer than ten dwelling units. Minor streets are typically,
but not always, dead-end streets. The Planning Board’s
Subdivision Regulations govern street standards.
UNACCEPTED STREETS.
An unaccepted street is a street laid out before the inception of
Subdivision Regulations before April 4, 1948, and is often on its
own parcel. It either does not meet Lexington’s current road
standards or it is unknown whether it meets standards. An
unaccepted street is often confused with a private street. A
private street is typically a street that has no roadway parcel and
was usually built with the understanding that it was to be
maintained as a private road. The Planning Board has a process
to determine the adequacy of an unaccepted street.

1

Daniels, Thomas L.; John W. Keller; Mark B. Lapping; Katherine
Daniels; James Segedy. (2007) The Small Town Planning Handbook.
American Planning Association.
2
Rabito, Lou. Complete Street Design. MassDOT, Highway Division.
Retrieved on July 2, 2020, from
http://www.cmrpc.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Trans/Study_a
nd_Plan/Complete%20Streets.pdf
3
Collectors conduct traffic from locals streets and arterials (Daniels,
20017)

4

Daniels, Thomas L.; John W. Keller; Mark B. Lapping; Katherine
Daniels; James Segedy. (2007) The Small Town Planning
Handbook. American Planning Association.
5
Daniels, Thomas L.; John W. Keller; Mark B. Lapping; Katherine
Daniels; James Segedy. (2007) The Small Town Planning
Handbook. American Planning Association.
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OTHER REGIONAL ROADWAYS
Just north of Lexington in Burlington and Woburn is State Route
3, a significant roadway that is classified as a limited access
highway which connects communities north of Lexington.
The Battle Road Scenic Byway, which follows Massachusetts
Avenue starting in Arlington, through Lexington, Lincoln, and
Concord, including Minute Man National Park, is a historically
significant thoroughfare. The Byway communities jointly applied
for Federal Scenic Byway designation and a recently has earned
All-American Roadway status. .
CAR OWNERSHIP
Lexington residents own a relatively high number of passenger
cars and the predominant mode of transportation is individual
operated single occupancy vehicles. More than half (54.4%) of
the occupied housing units in Lexington had two (2) available
vehicles in 2010, which remained unchanged in 2018 (55.4% also
had two (2) available vehicles). (U.S. Census)
While more residents are using public transportation, the share
of residents relying on public transit to get to and from work is
still less than 10% (this percentage may in fact have decreased
due to COVID-19).
KEY TRENDS IN TRANSPORTATION
In 2010, the mean travel time was approximately 27 minutes,
compared to 31.6 minutes in 2017, a 1.7 percent increase.
However, in 2009, more than 61 percent of Lexington’s working
population commuted between 20 minutes and 44 minutes. In

2017, 61.6 percent of Lexington’s population experienced
commutes between zero (0) and 34 minutes, as shown in Figure
Twenty-one: Travel time to work, by percent. (Cohen, 2019)
Although the number of trips made in a private vehicles
dominated transportation modes in 2010 (84.6 percent), such
mode of transportation only slightly decreased by 2017, to 78.2
percent.
Figure 1: Travel Time to Work, by Percent
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•
ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
In addition to the road network, Lexington is served by the
Minuteman Bikeway, two Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
(MBTA) bus routes, six Lexpress bus routes, the MBTA RIDE, and
LexConnect. Additionally, Lexington benefits from many private
shuttles run by Transportation Management Associations (TMAs)
such as the REV Hartwell Area Shuttle, taxis, and car services
such as Uber and Lyft. Lexington enjoys a myriad of alternatives
to help get residents where they want to go.
BICYCLE ACCOMMODATIONS 6
Lexington has an active bicycle community; the Town was
awarded the Bronze Designation in 2014 and 2018 by the League
of American Bicyclists. The list below summarizes existing
bicycle services and infrastructure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Minuteman Bikeway - 5.3 miles within Lexington; runs
between Bedford Depot and Alewife MBTA Station
Bike lanes on 4.83 miles of roadway
Sharrows on 15.48 miles of roadway
Raised cycle track - 0.4 miles
Paved shared uses paths - 3 miles
Unpaved shared use paths and single-track - 46 miles

•
•
•
•

23 bicycle racks in the Center, with the potential to add
more through the soon to be implemented Center
Streetscape Plan
Accessible public restrooms at the Visitor Center (which
is adjacent to the Bikeway)
Bicycle racks at each public school
Bike Smart Safety Program offered in elementary schools
Lexpress, MBTA, and 128 Business Council Buses
equipped with bicycle racks

Minuteman Bikeway remains central to Lexington's identity and a
critical regional mode of transportation and recreation. As a
result of the volunteer efforts of the Friends of the Minuteman
Bikeway, the Bikeway is plowed during the winter. Private
funding for plowing began in 2012.
Both Safe Routes to Schools and the Lexington Bicycle Advisory
Committee have sponsored bicycle safety programs and events
such as Bike, Walk, and Bus Week, Lex Lights the Night, tax bill
flyers and school safety programs.
The network of marked bike lanes has significantly increased
over the last two decades. DPW has made a concerted effort to
incorporate bicycle facilities where possible. However, this is
made difficult by Lexington’s physical form as many streets are
typically narrow and have relatively little space for infrastructure
expansion. Recently the Town took advantage of
the Minuteman Bikeway construction closure due to pilot a
protected bike lane along Massachusetts Avenue. It was met
with significant opposition by both the cyclists and the motorists.

Appendix D: Bicycling in Lexington, Peggy Enders, Chair, Lexington Bicycle Advisory
Committee
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Bicycle parking in Lexington Center has not kept up with
demand. Temporary bike racks are often brought in during
public events and festivals.
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
The Town has been recognized for its efforts to provide safe
bicycle accommodations; awards include:
• Outstanding Safe Routes Leadership Award 2012
• League of American Bicyclists for Bicycle Friendly
Community 2014 - Bronze
• League of American Bicyclists for Bicycle Friendly
Community 2018 - Bronze
PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES 7
Many residents appreciate the opportunity to walk rather than
drive to destinations. Feet are zero-pollution transportation
machines8. Walkable communities are essential for many
reasons: walking is healthy transportation; it helps the
environment, as 87% of CO2 emissions are from burning fossil
fuels.3 An additional benefit to the decrease in carbon emissions
is that the average resident of a walkable community weighs 6-10
pounds less than residents in communities that do not support
pleasant and safe walking9.

7

Appendix C: Lexington Next: Walkable Communities, Connections, Destinations,
Safety, Comfort, Stacey Beuttell, Deputy Director, WalkBoston
8
Transportation is the second largest household expense according to
20somethingfinance.com/transportation-costs/; Source: Consumer Expenditure
Survey, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, September, 2018
9
Walkscore.com – Walkable Neighborhoods

Bicycle parking in Lexington Center
In 2014 the Department of Public Works conducted a sidewalk
study to help manage the Town’s sidewalk assets and ensure
accessibility. The report prioritized accessible ramp installation
sidewalk repair, and sidewalk connections to expand and
maintain the sidewalk network. The study recommended that
the sidewalk maintenance be funded at least $800,000 peryear.
Since then, Lexington has installed many accessible ramps, fixed
curbs and cracks, and connected sidewalks.
With each new project, the number of sidewalks continues to
increase. Lexington has 84 miles of sidewalk and approximately
1000 curb ramps. Most sidewalks are five feet wide. Lexington
has a robust sidewalk maintenance program that is typically
funded between 700K and 825K annually.
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Many of Lexington’s neighborhoods and commercial centers are
considered walkable. However, there is room for improvement. In
2017, the Transportation Safety Group (TSG) developed a
Sidewalk Prioritization Tool and created a sidewalk priority map
to guide decisions regarding spending. The priority of
maintenance and new construction considers proximity to
schools, MBTA access, and high pedestrian parcels such as retail
and hospitals, sidewalk condition and trip hazards.
Lexington also has a resident sidewalk request program.
Successful sidewalk requests have champions that carry the
sidewalk advocacy to a Town Meeting vote to appropriate first
funding for survey and design, then funding for construction. The
program's popularity is beyond staff capacity and is currently
programmed through 2025. Recent successes are the Hill Street
and Concord Street sidewalks. Other pedestrian initiatives are a
hybrid pedestrian beacon on Bedford Street, Rectangular rapid
flashing beacon (RRFB) on Massachusetts Avenue, sidewalks on
Hayden Avenue and Hartwell Avenue, flashing school zone signs,
and radar speed feedback signs.
Construction on the Center Streetscape is began during the
Spring of 2021. The Center Streetscape Project encompasses
streets and sidewalks along Massachusetts Avenue from Meriam
Street (next to the Visitors Center) to Clarke Street to near the
Police Station Driveway Reconstruction of the Woburn
Street/Massachusetts Avenue intersection is not a part of this
project. Highlights of the project include a roadway resurfacing,

Pedestrian amenities in Lexington Town Center
new roadway and pedestrian lighting, tree replacements
including a modular suspended pavement system and an
irrigation system to enhance tree growth and health. Sidewalks
will be replaced and be fully ADA compliant, new bike racks and
seating areas will be installed throughout the project and
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additional bump-outs will be provided for added pedestrian
safety.
In addition to sidewalks, traffic calming is a critical consideration
to make Lexington more walkable. In 2009, the then Board of
Selectmen adopted a traffic calming policy. The Transportation
Safety Group, comprised of staff and a representative from the
Bicycle Advisory Committee, Commission on Disability and
Transportation Advisory Committee, evaluates traffic calming
issues and safety requests and makes recommendations to the
Select Board.

Lexington's public transportation options are divided into two
categories, Fixed-Route/Fixed Destination and Curb-to
Curb/Door-to-Door.

FIXED-ROUTE/FIXED DESTINATION
Lexington is served by two MBTA bus routes. Route 62, which
runs Monday through Friday between Alewife Station and the
Bedford VA facility, has an average daily ridership of 1,363. Route
76, which runs Monday through Friday between Alewife Station
and Lincoln Labs, has an average daily ridership of 96811. The
MBTA runs a combined 62/76 route on Saturday, which has an
average daily ridership of 444. There is no MBTA service on
Sundays in Lexington. As of this writing, due to a dramatic drop

Appendix B: Transportation Services in Lexington, Susan Barrett, Lexington
Transportation Manager
11

The beginning and end connections of a transit trip are often
the most difficult. Though several of the MBTA’s subway and
commuter rail lines are quite close to Lexington, getting to
these is another story. There are limited transit connections
to the stations and the distances are not easily walked or
biked. In addition to improving connections to transit, better
intra-town public transportation is needed.

in ridership due to the pandemic the MBTA is currently operating
the 62/76 combined route.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 10

10

First Mile/Last Mile

Nearby MBTA connections are the Redline Alewife Station and
the Arlington Heights Busway. The Burlington Mall provides a
connecting point to the Lowell Regional Transit Authority. Also,
Lexington is equi-distant from the Lowell Commuter Rail
Anderson Station and the Fitchburg Commuter Rail Waverly
Station. However, there is no public transit to these locations.

LEXPRESS
Lexington to operates its own fixed-route public transit service,
hailed as a model by surrounding communities. As a result of
concerns over the fuel crisis and energy consumption Lexpress
bus service was started in 1979. Three buses drive six routes. At
the start, the service was a success with approximately 300,000
riders per year. Through the 1990s ridership was markedly lower,
around 90,000 riders per year. Then in 2000, ridership began a
steady decline, and the program was terminated in 2004.

Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
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Lexpress resumed operations in FY 2011, but its start was slow.
In 2013, senior residents were offered free rides between 9 am
and 2 pm. Ridership, while lower than it was in the 2000s,
gradually grew and peaked in FY 2014 with 85,354 riders per
year. Unfortunately, FY 2018 ended with only 63,277 riders.

In response to expressed interest on the part of residents, the
Town of Lexington is making an effort to broaden public transit
opportunities. To aid in this effort in 2018, the communities of
Lexington, Bedford, and Burlington participated in the Tri-Town
Study to explore ways to address transit needs regionally. The
study suggested ways to integrate school/municipal
transportation resources and to update TDM policy. As part of
the study the consultant (the Foursquare ITP) conducted a
survey and shared the following findings:
• There is an interest in more service to more
destinations with more hours.
• Lexington respondents indicated the reasons for
taking public transit was to avoid driving or traffic, being
environmentally responsible, the cost of parking or
availability of parking, and convenience were the top
answers.
• Reasons for not taking transit included no route near
one’s origin or designation, not frequent enough, need to
travel beyond town line, and limited hours of service

Source: Transportation Services, Lexington Human Services Department
•
Over time, routes were sometimes redrawn, but the number of
routes remained the same. When Lexpress first began, each
route took approximately 30 minutes. Today, each route takes 60
minutes or 70 minutes in the afternoon because of traffic and
destinations added to the routes.

Transit alternatives were predominately driving alone for
all three communities. However, approximately 95
percent of all respondents for all communities felt public
transportation was essential.
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COMMUTER SHUTTLES
Commuter shuttles are provided by private developers and
Transportation Management Associations and are ubiquitous in
Rt. 128 communities. Many businesses, particularly along the
Hartwell Avenue and the Spring Street/Hayden Avenue Area, are
required to provide shuttle service through their Parking and
Transportation Demand Management Plans.
Most of these shuttle services are provided by the 128 Business
Council. The 128 Business Council provides transportation
approximately 60 riders per day between Alewife and Hartwell
Avenue and 76 riders per day between Alewife and Hayden
Avenue/Spring Street.12 These shuttles are provided to and
tailored for member businesses. Because Lexington is a
member, residents can use the shuttle between Lexington Center
and Alewife Station. Approximately 17 residents per day ride the
REV to and from Alewife Station. The 128 Business Council
shuttle stops are available to the public, but the routes and times
are catered to its members.
Several residential developments offer transit service for their
residents: Avalon in South Lexington, Brookhaven, and the
Waterstone Senior living complex currently under construction.

12

“CURB-TO CURB/DOOR-TO-DOOR”
Lex-Connect provides rides to Lexington residents aged 60 and
older. Using pre-purchased taxi vouchers, these residents can
get rides to appointments, etc. The number of trips between
FY14 and FY18 remained relatively stable. Lex-Connect requires
reservations and is not wheelchair accessible.
The MBTA’s RIDE, provides door-to-door and shared-ride
transportation options. It is estimated that Lexington Ridership

128 Business Council TMA, April 2018
Transportation and Circulation - 10
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on the RIDE is approximately 15,000 rides per year. The RIDE
requires reservations but can provide wheelchair service.
FISH is a volunteer program where Lexington residents drive
other Lexington residents.
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
Getting Lexington’s 7,000 public school students to school has a
significant impact on traffic. In 2012, school bus ridership was
low, with only 31 percent of Lexington’s students purchasing
school bus passes. To increase bus use, the Town began
subsidizing the bus passes. Bus pass purchases have risen
steadily since and plateaued at 53 percent in FY18 and FY19.
Families ask for more flexibility in school transportation13. Due to
bus contracts limiting flexibility options, school buses could not
provide the flexibility the families wanted. Lexpress stepped in to
fill the void, Lexpress stepped in. More recently families are able
to add an “after 3 o’clock Lexpress pass” for $50 to the school
bus pass. Lexpress routes loop past every public school in
Lexington, enabling students the flexibility to get around Town
after school.
A significant change in morning traffic patterns is expected as
school start times change. The new start times coincided with
redistricting, which began in the 2020/2021 school year. This is
the same year the pandemic necessitated virtual learning from
home so the impacts have yet to be established.

HOW LEXINGTON GETS TO WORK
With over 39 percent of its land use as residential, Lexington is
classified as a bedroom community;14 the majority of residents
commute to work outside the Town. Lexington is a net importer
of jobs. In 2017, approximately 21,768 workers commuted to
Lexington15. These workers travel primarily to the employment
hubs: Hartwell Avenue/Hanscom Base, Hayden Avenue/Spring
Street, Lexington Center and schools scattered throughout

14

13

Memo from Lexington Public Schools Business Office, 2012

A Bedroom Community is defined as a place from which many people travel
from their place of residence to a larger town or city for employment.
15
US Census Data
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town.16 Meanwhile, approximately 13,488 residents commuted
out of Lexington for work. Of the total number of employees, only
1,699 people both live and work in Lexington. As a result of being
an importer of jobs, Lexington’s daytime population increases by
approximately 7,000 people.
REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY
Lexington has direct access to two limited-access highways:
Interstate 95/State Route 128 (I-95/128) and State Route 2
(Route 2). Three interchanges serve Lexington and the
communities beyond. The other state highways in Lexington are
Route 2A and Routes 4/225. These highways and interchanges
have allowed for easy commuting for residents leaving Lexington
and workers commuting to Lexington.
Route 3, while not in Lexington, is another important regional
roadway that serves communities north of Lexington.
Massachusetts Avenue in Arlington, Lexington, Lincoln, and
Concord is a historically significant thoroughfare that passes
through the Minute Man National Park. The four Byway
communities jointly applied for Federal Scenic Byway
designation in May 2020. This designation is pending.
In addition to the regional roadway network, Lexington is served
by the Minuteman Bikeway, two Massachusetts Bay Transit
Authority (MBTA) bus routes (MBTA Bus #62 and #76) the

16

Top two largest employers in Lexington include: MIT Lincoln Labs, which
employs 4000 of employees, while the Lexington School system is the largest
public employer

Minuteman Bikeway

MBTA's paratransit service (The Ride), and Lexpress. Several
private shuttles, taxis, and other car services also serve
Lexington.
The Minuteman Bikeway runs from the Alewife MBTA Station to
Bedford Depot; 5.3 miles of the Bikeway are in Lexington. This is
a much-loved recreational and transportation asset. Lexington
has entered into a regional COVID Rapid Recovery Program with
the Town’s of Bedford and Arlington using the bikeway as a
regional linear corridor to attract patrons and help commercial
districts recover from the impacts of the pandemic.
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Lexington Commuter Inflow and Outflow

MBTA bus to Alewife

Source: US Census Bureau, Center for Economic Studies on the Map 2017
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Commuter Inflow and Outflow
The following data is based on pre-pandemic counts. During
COVID-19 these patterns changed significantly and it is not easy to
predict future commuter inflow/outflow numbers.

Persons
Employed
in
Lexington
Persons
Employed
in
Lexington
but live
elsewhere
Persons
Employed
and Live in
Lexington
Persons
Employed
who Live in
Lexington
Persons
Living in
Lexington
but
Employed
Elsewhere

2012
Count

2012%
Share

2017
Count

%
change

23,467

2017
%
Share
100.0%

20,246

100.0%

18,585

91.8%

21,768

92.8%

+17.1%

1,661

8.2%

1,699

7.2%

+2.2%

15,308

100.0%

15,187

100.0%

-0.01%

13,647

89.1%

13,488

88.8%

-0.01%

+
15.9%

Source: US Census Bureau, Center for Economic Studies – On the
Map

Census Data shows that the vast majority, 88.8% of Lexington
residents, work outside the community, and 11.2% of Lexington
residents work within the community. Data shows that residents
travel to various parts of the region, while Boston and Cambridge
draw most workers from Lexington.17
Between 2012 and 2017, the number of persons working in
Lexington but living elsewhere rose by 17.1%. During the same
period, the number of persons living in Lexington but working
elsewhere dropped slightly. This data may support concerns of
affordability.

Source: ACS five-year estimates

17

2015 Census Data American Community Survey
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Between 2009 and 2017, Lexington commuters driving alone and
carpooling decreased slightly. Commuting by alternative modes
such as transit, walking, and biking rose. During this same time,
travel time to work increased substantially.

Residents whose commute time was less than 20 minutes
dropped 7.8 %, and those residents whose commute time was 60
minutes or more rose by 6.2%. This trend is seen throughout
Eastern Massachusetts as demonstrated in the Governor’s 2019
Congestion in the Commonwealth Report18. This is not surprising
since Massachusetts gained 356,000 new employees between
the years 2010 to 2017.

Compared with neighboring towns, the 6.3% decrease in the
number of persons who drive alone to work is similar in
neighboring communities, with Winchester having the smallest
decrease of less than one percent. Over this same period,
commute by transit grew by 2.54% in Lexington, more than any
neighboring community. There was also an increase in
commuting by biking and walking.

18

Congestion in the Commonwealth: Report to the Governor 2019
MassDOT: https://www.mass.gov/doc/congestion-in-thecommonwealth/download
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PARKING IN LEXINGTON CENTER

•

Lexington Center is a historic downtown, popular with the Town’s
residents and receiving approximately 110,000 visitors each
year19. Many visitors arrive via personal automobile. Managing
parking in Lexington Center requires multiple strategies to meet
the businesses, merchants, customers, visitors, and residents'
needs. In 2012, Parking Management Group (PMG) was formed to
better address the varying parking needs of Lexington Center.
With the help of a consultant, PMG, with public input, created a
Lexington Center Parking Management Plan (Plan), accepted by
the Board of Selectmen in 2014. Through surveys and counts, the
Plan identified 3,300 parking spaces, 1,300 on-street, and 2,000
off-street parking spaces, within the Center.

•
•

PARKING UTILIZATION STUDY FINDINGS
The Study further found that:
• Approximately 79 percent of publicly-accessible spaces
are full during lunch, while 55 percent of restrictedaccess spaces are full
• 40 percent of all parking is full on the weekends (at peak),
compared to 50 percent on weekdays
• 20+ different types of parking regulations pose
management and enforcement challenges
• 80%+ of the off-street parking supply is restricted to
permit holders and other specific groups; only 17% of the
off-street parking supply is available for general use
• 79% of publicly-accessible spaces are full during lunch,
while 55% of restricted-access spaces are full

•

•

40% of all parking is full on the weekends (at peak),
compared to 50% on the weekdays
There is some excess capacity in restricted lots
Weekday lunch hour is the busiest time for on-street and
off-street unrestricted parking; some excess capacity in
restricted lots.
On-street parking within the core boundary is
consistently utilized throughout the day (60-70% full);
however, off-street parking demand drops progressively
after the lunchtime peak period.
Weekend demand was much lower than weekday
demand, with a peak utilization of 40% (1,337 out of 3,309
spaces) between 1:30 pm and 3:30 pm.

The Plan also identified several significant challenges that
include:
• Difficulty finding parking and confusion as to what
regulations pertain to each lot;
• Time limited spots of two hours are not enough time for
tourists and customers;
• Employees and customers are often competing for the
same spots; and
• Pedestrian safety navigating Edison Way and crossing
Mass Ave.20

Parking Ratios. Most of Lexington's parking ratios are higher
than or at least as high as national suburban standards.
Observed parking demand shows that, in aggregate, the Center
has a sufficient supply of parking to satisfy current demand. Its
20

19

Town of Lexington Economic Development Office

Lexington Center Parking Management and Implementation Plan, Nelson
Nygaard September 2014
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actual parking generation ratio is lower than both zoning and ITE
standards.

Curb Cuts. The current curb cut code guidance limits the
number of driveways to two per street line, which means that a
corner parking lot could have up to four access points resulting
in and environment which is not ideal in terms of safety for
pedestrians.
Several of the actions being implemented as recommended by
the Plan include:
•

Parking information is better communicated to visitors
through the Town website and publications.

•

In 2017, the Board of
Selectmen signed a
Payment in Lieu of
Parking (PILOP) Policy
targeted at the Center
Business area. This policy
allowed businesses to be
exempt from Town
parking requirements by
contributing to the overall
management of the public
parking supply.

•

Many of the infrastructure
and signage
improvements
recommended in the Plan
will be included in the Center Streetscape Project due to
commence construction in FY22.

TRAFFIC SAFETY
According to 2019, Congestion in the Commonwealth Report21 ,
congestion worsened between 2013 and 2018 in the greater
Boston Area, and many roadways are congested outside peak
commuting hours.
As the Boston Area transitions from a car-centric mode of
transportation, Lexington endeavors to make the Town’s streets
safer for all users. In 2009, Lexington developed a traffic calming
policy. The policy commits to influence “driver behavior through
educational and design”22 Reducing speeds reduces the risk of
fatality or severe injury. However, reducing speed limits is only a
step towards safer roads. Roadway design influences driver
comfort, which is the primary determinant of speed.

21
22

Congestion in the Commonwealth Report to the Governor 2019
Traffic Calming Policy 2009
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SPEED LIMITS
Lexington implemented universal speed limit of 25 miles per hour
unless otherwise posted on most of the Town’s roads in 2017.
Several other neighboring
communities including the adjacent
Town of Arlington have also
adopted the statute. The changes to
the statute intend to reduce vehicle
speeds and improve the safety of all
users traveling on local streets.

Uniform speed limits posted
on most Town roads

MGL c. 90 section 18B provides
municipalities the ability to establish
safety zones at a speed limit of 20
MPH in areas conforming to the
stated guidance. Section 17C allows
municipalities who adopt this
section to reduce the statutory
speed limit from 30MPH to 25MPH
on Town-owned roadways. The
Town-wide 25 MPH speed limit was
rolled out to the community during

Lexington, unfortunately, has two intersections, Bedford Street
and Harrington Road and Bedford Street and Hartwell Avenue,
that have been listed in MassDOT’s statewide top crash location
reports from 2007 to 2018. During this time, the Bedford Street
and Harrington Road intersection has been on the state’s top 200
lists seven times, ranked as # 189 in 2007 to #102 in 2016.

Year
Crashes Investigated by Police
Crashes Not Investigated Info
Exchange
Hit and Run Personal Injury
Hit and Run Property Damage
Crash Involving Town Vehicle
Crashes Received by mail
Fatal Crashes
Bicycle General*
Vehicle vs. Pedestrian
Vehicle vs. Bicycle
Total
Data Provided by the Lexington
Police Department

2010
348
481

2015
411
477

2019
303
454

1
72
4
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
908

1
86
17
207
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
1199

0
88
14
105
1
12
4*
19*
1000

the summer of 2017.
This legislation only affects streets that are currently governed by
a statutory speed limit. The speed limits of posted roads remain.
DANGEROUS INTERSECTIONS
From 2010 to 2019, Lexington has seen a slight increase in
accidents.

Pedestrian Risk of Being Injured or killed by a vehicle according
to Speed Source: Massachusetts Pedestrian Transportation
Plan.

*Accidents specific to bicycles were not reported separately
until 2019
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PEDESTRIAN CRASH CLUSTER
Lexington also has a pedestrian crash cluster spanning the
length of the Town Center, mostly on Massachusetts Avenue,
with 25 accidents between the years 2008 and 2017. Four of
these accidents were considered severe injuries or fatal.
Similarly, in the northern part of Lexington Center, there was a
bicycle crash cluster with 11 accidents.

POLICIES AND REGULATIONS
To aid the Select Board and other governing bodies, in
implementing transportation programs and initiatives, Lexington
has adopted several policies and regulations since 2004, which
include:
• Transportation Demand Management Policy, adopted
September 16, 1998

The new Center Streetscape addresses some of the safety
concerns in Lexington. Construction begins spring 2021.

•

Traffic-Calming Policy adopted on November 2, 2009

CONGESTION

•

Transportation Management Overlay District, Chapter 135
Section 7.2 adopted by Town Meeting at 2009 ATM

•

Zoning Regulations Chapter 176 Zoning Regulations
Section 10.1

•

Transportation Management Overlay District and Section
10.2 Hartwell Avenue Area (TMO-1) District Plan

•

Traffic Standards in Zoning Chapter 135 Zoning By-laws
Section 5.5 Traffic Standards

•

TMO-1 Hartwell Area Traffic Mitigation Plan was adopted
by the Planning Board in November of 2010.

•

School Committee Traffic Safety & Mitigation Policy,
adopted by the School Committee on June 11, 2014

•

Complete Streets Policy adopted March 7, 2016

Traffic congestion has increased steadily over the last few years
and drivers must plan for significant delays depending on when
they are driving and where they are going. As traffic has
increased so has the use of GPS offering drivers optimal detours,
there has been an increased concern about cut-through regional
traffic. This concern is especially prevalent in the Bedford Street
neighborhood.
Peak traffic times are early morning and late afternoon as well as
when schools are dismissed in the early afternoon (3:00 PM).
The change in school start times is expected to have some
impact on the morning peak hour congestion, however, this will
not be experienced until schools are back to full capacity
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•

•

Lexington ‘s Bicycle Advisory Committee: advises the
Select Board on all matters relating to bicycle routes and
general bicycle policy. The Friends of the Lexington
Bikeway, a separate entity, pays for winter plowing of the
Bikeway through private donations.

•

Safe Routes to School (SFTS): promotes walking and
biking to school. Each school has an SRTS Program and
works closely with MassDOT’s SRTS. In FY 2021, the
programs were assigned to Transportation Services in
the Human Service Department.

•

Parking Management Group: advises the Town
Manager on parking management issues in and around
the Central Business District to support the economic
viability and enhance the quality of life and experiences of
all users in the Town Center.

•

Transportation Advisory Committee: advises the Select
Board on maintaining and enhancing public transit
options and advises the Select Board and other Town
Boards and Committees on issues that concern
alternatives to single occupancy vehicle travel.

•

Transportation Safety Group: established in 2014 when
the Select Board voted to dissolve the Traffic Safety
Advisory Committee and the Transportation Mitigation
Group and replace it with a Town Manager- appointed
working group. The group reviews and acts on inquiries
or requests relative to traffic, transit, pedestrian, bicycle,
and parking safety. The group also evaluates new
sidewalk requests.

•

Traffic Safety Advisory Committee: advised the Select
Board on traffic safety issues brought forward by

2015 Town Meeting Article on Town-Wide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety

TOWN DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND OTHER
EXISTING TRANSPORTATION ORGANIZATIONS

TOWN DEPARTMENTS
Department of Public Works: responsible for maintenance of
the town-owned roads.
Transportation Services/Transportation Manager:
Assistant Planning Director, Transportation Planner:

TOWN COMMITTEES & COMMISSIONS
Several committees support Lexington’s transportation efforts
that include:
•

Lexington Greenways Corridor Committee: identifies,
actively plans, and recommends establishing pedestrian,
bicycle and other greenways corridors linking Town
conservation, recreation, and other open spaces. This
committee builds and maintains trails throughout Town.
In 2012, the committee started ACROSS Lexington, a
network of marked trails and paths for walkers, runners,
and trail bikers; over 40 miles have been completed to
date.
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residents. In 2014, this committee was dissolved and
reorganized into the Transportation Safety Group in 2015.
•

Transportation Mitigation Group: coordinated the
review of traffic-related issues resulting from
development, and oversees mitigation activities
implementation. Formed in 2005, the TMG consisted of
chairs from SPGA and staff; this group was dissolved in
2014.

•

Sidewalk Committee: formed in 2005 to advise the
Select Board on policies for increasing pedestrian activity
and reducing traffic. The Committee reviewed sidewalk
safety, policy for construction and maintenance, and
worked with the Safe Routes to School Program to
encourage walking. Due to a re-organization, the
Committee suspended its operations, and the
responsibility for new sidewalk requests was given to the
Transportation Safety Group.

•

The Friends of the Lexington Bikeway uses private
donations to pay for winter plowing of the Minuteman
Bikeway.

OTHER TRANSPORTATION ORGANIZATIONS
The Town also works with other outside agencies on
transportation improvements.
The Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is
responsible for conducting the federally required transportation
planning process for the Boston metropolitan area, developing a
vision for transportation in the region and deciding how to
allocate federal and state transportation funds in the Boston

Region. The organization distributes $110 million annually to the
region's 97 communities through the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP). The Boston Region Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) is composed of 23 voting members
and two nonvoting members. Lexington has been a voting
member since 2010 as an at-large member. The current term
expires in November 2020.
Reconstruction of Massachusetts Avenue between Pleasant
Street and Maple Street was funded by the TIP program in 2018.
The Hartwell/Bedford Rt. 4/225 Major Infrastructure project is
programmed in the MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan for
funding in the 2030-2034 time band.

2003 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Since adopting the 2002/2003 Comprehensive Plan,
improvements to Lexington’s transportation system have
resulted in safer opportunities for vehicles, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. However, there has been little creation of new
roadways, and the new roads that have been built are typically
minor roads for residential subdivisions. Also during this time
traffic congestion has increased.
Some of the notable policies and regulations adopted since the
2003 Plan are listed above under Policies and Regulations.
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More than half of Lexington households own two
vehicles.
•

ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The share of Lexington residents that commute by public
transit has increased more than in peer communities. However,
the share of Lexington residents relying on public transit to get to
and from work is still less than 10%. There is an opportunity to
explore ways of increasing this if traffic congestion is to be
decreased.

Biking, transit, and working from home as primary
commute mode has increased since 2009. Working form
home may increase post-COVID-19 as many employers
are expected to offer this option to their employees.
•

•

•

Lexington respondents to the Tri-town Study Survey
indicated the reasons for taking public transit was to
avoid driving or traffic, being environmentally responsible,
the cost of parking or availability of parking, and
convenience. In the same survey 95 percent of all
respondents for all communities felt public transportation
was essential. Since Lexpress resumed service in 2004
ridership gradually grew and peaked in FY 2014. However
ridership has steadily declined since then.

•

First and Last mile connections to transit are limited,
most likely limiting the use of transit for some residents.

•

Limited weekend and evening hours hinder the use of
public transit. This holds true both for residents wishing
to commute but also for the ability of Lexington
restaurants to stay open later as their staff have no way of
getting home.
The Drive Alone mode share has declined; Census
data: 80% drive alone in 2003, 71.8% in 2017.
•

Travel time to work has increased across all modes.

A vast majority, 88.8 % of Lexington residents work outside the
community, while only 11.2% of Lexington residents work in the
Town. This may change due to an increase in the number of
people working from home.
According to 2017 Census Data the number of people commuting
to Lexington for work increased: 21,768 workers commuted to
Lexington, which increases the daytime population by 7000
people. This is a 17.1 percent increase over 2012.
Parking
o

Weekday lunch hour is the busiest time for on-street and
off-street unrestricted (public) parking in Lexington
Center.

o

Most of Lexington's minimum parking ratios are higher
than or at least as high as national suburban standards.

o

There may be opportunities to better manage existing
parking in the Town Center.
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Active traffic calming efforts have helped to create safe biking,
walking, and transit riding opportunities. In addition to sidewalks,
traffic calming has been an important way of making Lexington
more walkable.
A balance needs to be established between widening of roads
with protection of historic shade trees and stone walls.
Opportunity exists to develop a scenic roads bylaw.
The current curb cut code limits the number of driveways to two
per street line. The curb cut provision could have language that
encourages the minimum number of possible curb cuts,
including using existing curb cuts from other facilities, to reduce
the number of, width, and frequency of curb cuts to promote
walkable, safe streets.

adjacent pedestrian infrastructure, significantly ADA
compliant curb ramps.
The Minuteman Bikeway is central to the Town’s identity and
there may be some potential to increase its use both for
recreation as well as for commuting.
•

The Local Regional Rapid Recovery program (LRRP)
undertaken with the adjacent towns of Bedford and
Arlington offer an opportunity to both make
improvements to the bikeway experience but also to
attract patrons to the area’s commercial establishments.
The Plan’s recommendations are reviewed in the chapter
on Economic Vitality.

Transportation in Colonial Lexington Center

Bike Parking/Sidewalk Investments:
•

There are opportunities to further increase the pedestrian
and bicycle network as well as safety for users.

•

The Center Streetscape project will most likely result in
safer and more pleasant pedestrian and bike amenities in
the Town Center.

•

There are opportunities to increase the number of bicycle
parking spaces provided in relation to the scale and type
of development, and minimum design standards for such
parking facilities. Also, there may be an opportunity for
the Town to require the developer to install or upgrade

PC: Colonial Times Magazine
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REPORTS AND STUDIES
Lexington has conducted several transportation related studies, which has informed the Town decisions on Budget, policies, and regulations
regarding transportation.
•
•
•
•

Lexington For All Ages: A Community Needs Assessment (Age Friendly) 2020
Hartwell Avenue Traffic Study Technical Memorandum, Howard/Stein-Hudson, December 2008
2018 Memorandum - Preliminary Transportation Impacts Hartwell Avenue; Proposed Hartwell Avenue Zoning Initiative Town of
Lexington, Massachusetts; Stantec 2018
Safety Audit - MassDOT 2011?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Minuteman Way Finding Master Plan, Toole Design 2014
South Lexington Transportation Study, Fay, Spofford, & Thorndike 2015
Lexington Center Parking Management and Implementation Plan, Nelson Nygaard 2014
Tri-Town Study Lexington, Bedford and Burlington, Four Square 2018
Tri-Town Study Peer Review, 128 Business Council 2019
Sidewalk Management Plan, 2014

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/processes/statewide/related/highway_functional_classifications/section03.cfm

APPENDICES
Appendix A: Getting There in Lexington, Pat Sullivan, Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee, April 4, 2019
Appendix B: Transportation Services in Lexington, Susan Barrett, Lexington Transportation Manager
Appendix C: Lexington Next: Walkable Communities, Connections, Destinations, Safety, Comfort, Stacey Beuttell, Deputy Director,
WalkBoston
Appendix D: Bicycling in Lexington, Peggy Enders, Chair, Lexington Bicycle Advisory Committee
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TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

Major Transportation Infrastructure Improvement
Projects (locally funded)
Signalize Spring Street Hayden Avenue Intersection and
sidewalk on Hayden Avenue

Year
Cost
Construction
Started
2012- 2013
$ 1,920,000

Reconstruction and sidewalk improvements along
Adams Street, Audubon Road, Hastings Road, Shade
Street, Mass Ave Winthrop Rd, and Walnut Street

2012

S1,840,000

Hayden Avenue Sidewalk bike lanes

2013/2014

$821,000

Roundabout Construction and sidewalk construction at
Hancock Street and Burlington Road.

2014

2,696,000

Traffic Signal Concord and Spring
Signal installation and 500 LF of sidewalk at Concord
Street and Spring Street

2014

$337,800

Roadway and sidewalk improvements including 2,800
LF of new sidewalk and 77 pedestrian ramps

2014

$2,582,000

Roadway and pedestrian improvements at Estabrook
school

2014

$238,000

Robinson Road sidewalk and safety improvements

2015

$1,041,765

Concord Ave Sidewalk (one mile)
Upgrade Waltham Street and Concord Street signal

2016

$3,400,000

Hartwell Avenue/Bedford Street Jughandle Pedestrian
improvements

2018

$212,000

Minuteman Bikeway wayfinding signs

2018

$57,000

Bedford Street Mid-block HAWK Crosswalk & RRFB

2019

$400,000
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crosswalk at Munroe Center for the Arts
2018

Pelham Road Reconstruction
Future locally funded projects

2020

Mass Ave at Worthen Road Intersection Improvement
Hill Street Sidewalk
Center Streetscape

2020
2021

Major Transportation Infrastructure Improvement
Projects (State or federally funded on state-owned
roads)
Signal Upgrade at Marrett Road (Route 2A) and Waltham
Vehicle and pedestrian safety via reconstruction of traffic
signal and sidewalk, pavement markings
Bridge Rehabilitation Spring Street over Route 2
Reconstruction on Mass Ave from Marrett Road to
Pleasant Street

Major Transportation Infrastructure Improvement
Projects (Grant Funded)
Sidewalk construction: Bowman Safe Routes to School:
Phillip Road, Dawes Road, Buckman Drive, Lantern
Lane, Locust Avenue
Sidewalks Bowman Neighborhood

Year
Cost
Construction
Started
2012
$1,527,915.96
2008
2017

$887,160
$3,848,030.96

Year
Construction
Started
2011

Source

Cost

MassDOT
SRTS

$298,
855

2012

MassDOT

$466,
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Minuteman Bikeway wayfinding signs

2013

Minuteman Bikeway maps

2013

SRTS
DCR
Grant
DCR
Grant

000

Complete Streets funding

Major Transportation Infrastructure
Improvement Projects
FUTURE PLANNED PROGRAMMED
NOT APPROPRIATED
Route 2A Improvements - Concord,
Lexington, Lincoln
Bridge Replacement Marrett Road over
Route 128/I-95

Year
Construction
Started

Source

Cost

2024

TIP

$3,248,450.00

2022

MassDOT

Hartwell Phase I Hartwell Maguire and
Bridge over Kiln Brook design complete
construction $ appropriated
Bedford Street Hartwell Avenue
Complete Street Transportation
Improvement Project
Lincoln Street Sidewalk

2030-2034

MPO/TIP

2022

Cedar Street Sidewalk survey and design

2023

Burlington/North survey and design

2024

Mass Ave at Hastings

2021

Locally
funded
Locally
funded
Locally
funded
Locally
funded

$20,456,261.9
1

Locally
funded
$48,000,000
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